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About This Game

There was a time when pilots were TRUE pilots. Be aware, this game is only for the true ones...

Drive furiously fast on gorgeous landscapes and fight against your monstrous cars in this hillclimb racing game that takes place
in the 60's. A pure Time Attack game where you're driving iconic cars from the "Gentlemen Drivers" era.

Cross the finish line at the top off the hill as fast as possible ! Make the best time to be the best ranked at the world
leaderboards.

Taste the feelings of vintage driving in this game with its wondeful graphics and its realistic physics engine.

- 4 car categories (from micro cars to F1)
- 11 unique tracks with slalom and reversed variations

- 6 championships
- International Rankings

- Simple Controls with minimal aids.
- Instant fun and entertainment.
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Title: Classic Racers
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Vision Reelle
Publisher:
Vision Reelle
Release Date: 26 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Amd or Intel, 2 cores minimum and above 2 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GeForce 400 series (Fermi) / AMD Radeon HD 6000 series (TerraScale2) - Intel HD 5000 - 512 Mo
Minimum

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows 7 Integrated Sound Cards

English
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Great soundtrack, easy to pickup (although I prefer fixed camera mode 3) and able to complete it in the first week.

But it still has enough replayability to make me come back and play more, especially on Endless Mode.

. I play this on my gear vr sadly but it's gr8. totaly useless cars.... Amazing! This is the kind of thing I want to see in VR:
immersive environments and slow-paced, thoughtful puzzles. I think the sound design sucked me in the most. I didn\u2019t
want it to end -- definitely looking forward to more content!. Now I can look slightly less crazy when I pretend that I'm playing
Aphelion's Roleplay just to fill that deep hole of intense longing in my heart.. Got this on sale for .59 cents and I pretty much
got my money's worth. For the price, I don't really think I can rag on it that much. It is rather short, which I actually liked (and
expected).
I did like the voice-overs; I felt they gave a bit more color and personality to the game.

My biggest issue is actually that it reminds me a LOT of a free game I played on Kongregate called "The Company of Myself."
The gameplay AND story is almost exactly the same... and the Kongregate game had smoother\/tighter controls and a much
heavier story\/ending.

That said, I was a little disappointed that it didn't seem to have anything fresh or new to add, but for what it was I did enjoy it..
Seasteader in its current form is WAY to slow to keep your attention for longer than 30 minutes. I tried to tough it out by telling
myself it will get better. But 30 days into the game and with only a population of 33 people to supply jobs of 45 people. I had to
say enough time has been wasted and stop playing.

Gameplay has to be played on fastest speed to get anything done, and money needs to be made faster so the players can feel like
we are building something. In its current form I say 2\/10 and don't bother. I will of course say that it is still early and this game
may become a great title.. Really well design, but the 15 mph alert is killing me.

Train is bugging on some other addon routes.

Can recommend if you use the suggested route, but not for others.... I love this game! There is an interesting campaign (very
true to dwarf culture!) and everything about this game feels fresh. The interface is intuitive and well thought out. There is a lot
to learn, a lot of mechanics, and a lot to try. I was hesitant to purchase with the $20 price tag but it is worth it, there is that much
content. The graphics grow on you, they are simple and clean. They remind me of my days playing OSRS. The music and sound
effects need some help but I enjoy listening to my own playlists so it's not a huge issue for me. This game really sparks my
imagination, it is like playing legos as a kid. I love this fresh indie game. Supporting independent devs always feels great.
Recommended A++. Fun, easy-to-learn board-style game that I play to clear my head between meetings at work. It's good for a
quick diversion and I really like the multi-player aspect when you want more challenge after you master the AI.
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Oh boy, when I saw the intro cinematic I knew this would be a good time. They take the stupid story so serious, but I couldn't
stop laughing all the time. I actually thought the game would be total♥♥♥♥♥♥ but other than the gunplay it was pretty decent.
The parkour parts were actually kinda fun and the game had some Zelda-like puzzles at some points. The steampunk visuals
mostly didn't really look good, they rather looked kinda ridiculous especially with the females and their♥♥♥♥♥♥popping out
from all sides of the outfits. The voice acting also was hilariously bad wich made it even more comical.

This game is a true messterpiece and I can recommend it to everyone with the right kind of humor.. This Game is especially
awesome when your real name is Tyler like me! This game is a puzzle platform game. You try to connect each point of the same
colour together, which raises platforms to allow you to reach the keys. Its basically a 3D version of the game "Flow" on the
iphone\/android app stores. It only costs 4$, so its kinda worth it, especially if your name is TYLER! :). this is a very good game
to play up until you beat the final boss but you can still kick butt and unlock powie zowies. This 'game' is why steam has the
return policy they do. If you were wondering if this game is truly as bad as some of the reviews and YT videos made it out to be,
rest assured it absolutely is.

From the ridiculously awkward and cumbersome registration process, to the comedic dated character creation, to the painful
game-play no one in good conscious could recommend this game for anything other than a few laughs. Very few.

Ignoring for a moment that its an MMO you will absolutely be playing alone, the game-play and graphics are so unbearably
dated (think 2000 if your being really generous) as to be all but unplayable.

The truth is this game is abandoned and the 'developers' have clearly moved on. This isn't speculation a quick visit to their
website shows a new title in the works, Last Global War. Contrary to the developers protestations that they're a very small group
who will absolutely be finishing this game. I suppose we'll see but without any updates so far this year, you'd have to be pretty
naive to believe that.

Really at its core this title and these 'developers' are spectacular only at being the poster-children for Steam desperately needing
to revamp the Q\/A for their 'Early Access' program. And that honestly is about the nicest thing i can thing to say about this
patch of malformed 1's & 0's.. Good graphics and puzzles. The game is impressive for a very small team.. If you like puzzle
games like Portal or The Talos Principle you will also like playing this one.
It runs smoothly, has very nice graphics and pleasant background music. The sounds are well done, too. Gameplay is fun -
playing against time or resources (or both). I like the leader board feature and I hope there will be some expansion levels in
future (or even a map editor?).. so i already own this game but it keeps telling me that my cd key has been used and i have to
buy another. fine i reinstalled my os, i guess i dont own trackmania anymore. even if i wanted to buy it AGAIN! i can because
when i go the the steam page it says i already own it. THIS SUCKS! Im not paying for this game again just because i had the
audacity to try and reinstall it.

I'll update my review if I can ever get to play it.
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